Introduction
Automatic visual inspection algorithms for printed circuit boards (PCBs) have long been focused on geometrical defects of conductive paths [1] [2] [3] [4] . Less attention has been paid to the defect inspection of plated surfaces on PCBs. In this paper, we propose two entropy measures of chromatic and directional regularities for the automatic defect inspection of gold-plated fingers (edge connectors) on PCBs.
Connector fingers are metallic pads at the edge of a PCB, which plug into an external socket. The fingers are often plated with gold in order to ensure a good electrical interface for interconnecting external modules, and provide resistance to oxidation [5] . The gold contacts need to be inspected after plating to ensure that an adequate coating of gold has been applied. [6] . The resulting binary images contain horizontally textured patterns along with randomly distributed noise, and make the discrimination between defects and noise difficult.
The gold-plated surfaces of edge fingers can be considered as a homogeneous texture in the image. Traditional texture analysis techniques such as co-occurrence matrix methods [7, 8] in the spatial domain, and Fourier-based textural features in the spectral domain [9, 10] are too computationally expensive to develop an efficient inspection system for gold-plated surfaces. In this study, we develop two efficient entropy measures to evaluate chromatic and directional anomalies of gold-plated surfaces. Since the pioneer work of Shannon [11] , entropy has been used as a measure of complexity of information content in a signal. In image analysis, entropy of gray-level histogram has been used as a measure for texture analysis [12] [13] [14] .
Desoky and Hall [12] , and Jernigan and D'Astous [15] developed entropy techniques that measure the distribution of spectral components of a gray-level image in the frequency domain. They reported that the entropy based on power spectrum is more useful than the one based on gray-level histogram for describing changes in texture.
The main disadvantage of the frequency-based entropy method is the computational burden of the Fourier transform.
The traditional entropy measures for texture analysis are solely relied on the information of gray level distribution in an image. They are not appropriate for gold-plated surface inspection because they ignore both chromatic information and structural variation. Therefore, in this study we develop two entropy measures to evaluate the regularities of chromatic and directional distributions of gold-plated fingers in a color image. One entropy measure uses two chromatic features extracted from a color model to detect color anomalies such as copper exposure, and the other measure uses edge angles to detect structural defects such as roughness on gold-plated surfaces.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 first describes the entropy of chromatic distribution in the CIELUV color space, and then defines the entropy of directional distribution based on Sobel edge gradients. Section 3 presents the experimental results for evaluating the efficacy of the proposed entropy measures.
The paper is concluded in Section 4.
Entropy measures of regularity
Entropy can be used as a measure of regularity of information in a signal. Let x be a discrete random variable whose possible values are i x , n i ,..., 2 , 1 = , and ) ( i x P the probability of i x . The entropy of the random variable x is defined as x E is maximum when all random values have the same probability, i.e., n x P i 1 ) ( = . The less uniform the probability distribution, the lower the resultant entropy value, i.e., the lower the entropy value, the higher the 4 regularity of an observed signal. In this paper, we propose two entropy measures that quantify individually the average amounts of color and directional distributions in gold-plated surfaces. These two entropy measures are described separately in the following subsections.
Entropy of chromatic distribution
Traditional entropy measure of information in an image is solely based on the gray-level histogram. Chromatic information of textured images is not fully utilized to enhance the discrimination. Many defects found on gold-plated surfaces such as pinhole and copper exposure can be considered as local color variations that break homogeneity in a color image. The entropy of chromatic distribution in a color image can be estimated from its color histogram. In this study, the CIELUV color space [16] is used for color feature representation. The CIELUV space requires an intermediate transform to the XYZ space from the system-dependent RGB space.
The transform for NTSC color vision sensor is given by The well-known and commonly used color space CIELAB was also originally adopted for color transformation in this study. An empirical study showed that CIELUV and CIELAB perform similarly in many cases for gold-plated surface inspection, but CIELUV is slightly better than CIELAB in terms of the detected defect sizes. The CIELUV color space can also be represented in terms of cylindrical coordinates, which provide predictors of chroma by the number of pixels falling in the
. The probability of a color in subinterval i can be calculated by
where C R × is the effective image size used for evaluating the regularity. The color entropy with a single color feature is defined by
In 2 -D color histogram, color features * u and * v are adopted for evaluating color regularity. The * u and * v axes of the *) *, ( v u space are individually partitioned into c N subintervals of equal width. Given an image of
be the number of pixels that fall within the
. The probability of a color falling in the
The color entropy with two color features *) *, ( v u is defined by
The 3 E is the best choice for detecting color variation in gold-plated surfaces.
Entropy of directional distribution
Nick defects on gold-plated surfaces cause not only chromatic variation in color but also significant directional variation in structure. A rough (or "burned") surface due to excessive current density in the plating process may not show significant color variation, but may present structure variation in an image. The measure of directional regularity using entropy proceeds as follows. 
Divide the full range of directional angle θ into θ N subintervals of equal Figure 5 (b).
It shows that the θ E value increases consistently as the textural structure becomes
complicated. An isotropic texture has the largest θ E value of 3.58, while a simple line-patterned texture with a single direction has a small θ E value of 1.05. Figure   6 (a) shows a gold finger (marked with a rectangular frame) with a nick defect. 
Experimental results
In this section, we present the experimental results for evaluating the efficacy of the proposed entropy measures for gold-plated surface inspection. In the experiments, the entropy is computed by sliding a neighborhood window in a pixel-by-pixel basis throughout the entire gold finger regions in the sensor image.
A pixel defined in a small neighborhood window in a homogeneous gold-plated region will have small entropy value, and the one in any irregular region will yield a large entropy value. Therefore, we employ the simple statistical process control principle to set up the threshold for distinguishing defective regions from homogeneous regions in the resulting entropy image. The threshold used in the experiment is given by E in terms of the detected shapes of defects.
As aforementioned in the previous section, a rough (or "burned") gold-plated surface due to excessive current density may result in homogeneous color distribution in the whole image, and the color entropy Color plates Entropy measure Fig. 3 (a1) Fig. 3 (a2) Fig. 3 (a3) Fig. 3 (a4) Fig. 3 
